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1. Fritz to Curry 12/23/63 Box 3, F. 14, p. 4 of report (p 441) 0986-004 He 

reads off the evidence of 11/22... .Found in Oswald’s room the map 

marked off the TSBD, etc. . that was crap. Also notes 4 bullets recovered 

from Tippit’s body all of same caliber of revolver Oswald was arrested with. 

. Slew of witness affidavits. . . .all this evidence led to complaint filed on 

~ Oswald and after reviewing the evidence with DA Wade, Ass. DA Bill 

Mi Alexander, and Jim Allen a former prosecution, Fritz filed a complaint on 

Ae Oswald for killing Kennedy at 11:26 p.m. on 11/22/’63 . 

al vy He notes that all this was done in a hurry because FBI Drain picked up the 

ye evidence at what time. (Somewhere in Early Evidence File the time was 

ph bout 3XXX p.m. Dallas time when Drain took the evidence. . . .Dallas 

N) authorities had no time to evaluate the evidence in any responsible way 

yl before placing Oswald in the frame. . .Then FBI jumped on it and ran with it. 

7] = . with no better grasp of the evidentiary facts. .. .But they had a suspect. . 

“(Question: was Oswald being set up by elements within the Dallas ome bt 

Safe 
2. Fritz to Curry 12/23/’63 Box 3, F.14 Notes the set up re: Truly points oul lg 

that Oswald was missing after the shooting. . . as though he was the only 

Reville and the intelligence branch . 

one who left the TSBD after the assassination . . .(I need to knock this down 

with documented evidence)..... Since he was missing Fritz speculates that 

he “was apparently running.”..... Notes that blanket in Paine garage held 

the rifle. .. Marina said the rifle resembled the one that Lee owned. . .(this 

story had changed from earlier versions. . .now at this telling Lee was dead.. 

. ad discovery of the backyard picture... 

3. F.M. Turner Box 3, F. 13 0984-007... .Possible case of an Oswald 

double/false Oswald. Witness names Ronald Fisher who claimed he saw 

Oswald’s face in the window of the 6" floor (sniper’s nest). . . not definitge 

but looked like Oswald .... From the ground up to the 6" floor the
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distance was perhaps 90 feet or more. .. ++++ 1 would need to go back and 

pick up the date. More importantly, gun shop owner had a work order 

under the name of Oswald... .rifle was left with him. He could not id the 

man who left the rifle (after seeing Oswald’s pix). . .But he did comment on 

the scope, calling ita “cheap scope”... 

4. Turner again p. 5 of his report. False lead by caller who sites a gun shop 

where Oswald may have had the K1 sighted on 11/21. . . .all turned out to 

beabumlead... 

5. Senkel, p. 4 He notes line up with Oswald in no. # 3 spot. . . Check names of 

the other 3 mentioned. Were they members of the Dallas detective unit 

like Senkel???Box 3, F. 12, p. 4 Notes that a map of the city found in 

Oswald’s room ... - WA 

6. Senkel, p. Box 03, F412 , 0981- 003 He notes that Oswald was brought into ‘\ 

Dallas Hgers at about 1:50 P. M/and the arresting officers said he had killed 

Tippit. . 

7. Hulls from Tippit shooting Box 3, F. 11 0979-001 Note that 2 hulls from 

Tippit shooting were found by “unknown w/m (white male) . . .and received 

from officer Poe who never bothered to get the name of the citizen. . 

sop oer Fe 

\/ 8. Notes Box 03, F.07 0948-002 notes that Fritz signed murder complaint 

cK with Bill Alexander (Ass.DA) naming Oswald as Tippit’s killer at 7:03 P.M. 

gy we Based on nothing more than witness testimony. . .They had nothing more 

of because the FBI had all the evidence by that time. . .Drain took it under his 

contro! around 3:00 something P.M. .. ****** (unseemly haste/typical of 

Ti a ‘n Wade's office. .. or is there something more sinister at play here.... 

9. Dr. Rose’s descriptions of Tippit’s wounds Box 3, F. 24 1055—0 
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10.Report again confirming that Oswald was generally No. 3 in all the line ups. 

. .but not exclusively no. # 2 Box 03, F. 05 0920-001 

11. **** Sims/Boyd report Box 03, F.04 The report notes over days span of 

11/22 to 11/23.Oswald.was.interrogated*atleast4:times'includingion at 

least 3 occasions:the presence.of FritzpFBhagents'and’SS agents. . Query: 
How |S Aiphlaliahenilac ieee nae ne RE HCMC Aa Ie RMT OF these 

components‘of the national government. .°. .This scenario is not possible. 
*** Might want to file with Oswald as sole assassin . . 

12. Box 02, F.03 0476-001 This is Bowley’s affidavit when he cites time 

when he spotted the dead Tippit at 1:10 p.m.


